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Background
Coronary and pulmonary angioscopy capable of allowing 

observation of the lumen of small arteries, and intravascular ultrasound 
(IVUS) as well for obtaining images of the vasculature, are useful 
for clinical vascular diagnosis. A vascular endoscope incorporating 
a balloon to block off coronary blood flow has been reported to be 
particularly helpful in minimally invasive endovascular therapy [1]. 
The use of an endoscope to observe cardiac cavities is also of interest 
and several studies to realize this possibility toward clinical use have 
been tried using animal experiments [2,3]. An ex vivo study [4] was 
recently reported to assess clinical availability of an intravascular 
endoscopy improvement through narrow-band imaging [5] using 
extracted porcine vessels (aortic, carotid and femoral arteries) with 
simulated defects such as mechanical and thermal ablation. Although 
this ex vivo study presented endoscopic intra-arterial wall images 
taken just after being flushed with blood, it is difficult to acquire such 
images under an in vivo condition, and naturally to obtain an aortic 
valve motion as well. “Balloon aortoscopy [6]”, on the other hand, is a 
unique technique to observe in vivo inner wall of aorta via transparent 
balloon wall. However, during the observation period, the aortic blood 
flow is blocked off by the inflated balloon. In view of these findings, it is 
desirable to acquire the direct in vivo observation of the motion of the 
aortic valve and the inner walls of large arteries.

Objective
The aim of the research described in the present paper is therefore to 

describe an initial development to realize such visualization technique 
without blocking off blood flow.

Methodology 
Figure 1 is a schematic representation showing basic concept of 

intravascular endoscope. A jet is produced by a saline tank (capacity: 
5 letters, max. pressure: 0.6 MPa) pressurized by a conventional air 
cylinder. At the outlet port of the tank, a high-speed solenoid valve 
(A2013, Precision Dynamics Co. Ltd., Valencia, USA) is connected so 
as to control timing and amount of saline injection. Approximately 1 ml 
(less than 2 ml) of saline is discharged each cardiac cycle, synchronized 
to the diastolic phase using electrocardiogram (ECG), which can 
displace blood from the local area to be observed. Consecutive images 

Figure 1. Schematic representation showing basic concept of endoscopic visualization.
(Modified by Figure 1 in the proceedings of the 33th Ann Int Conf of the IEEE Eng Med 
Biol Soc)

of this area obtained instantaneously via an image-guide in each 
cardiac cycle are conflated to create a video picture. Based on this 
principle, Figure 2(a) shows a developed prototype, 6.2 mm diameter, 
vascular endoscope, having channels for light-/image-guide (1.65/1.45 
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mm in diameter) optical fibers, forceps (2.0 mm diameter; for the use of 
endovascular intervention, if needed) and the jet (1.72 mm diameter). 
A hemo-visor was fixed on the tip of the endoscope so as to reduce 
blood inflow around the area to be flushed with blood (Figure 2(b)).

Prior to clinical application, animal evaluation was carried out 
using 8 anesthetized pigs (30-40 kg body weight), with the endoscope 
cannulated into the aorta via a left iliac artery. The tip of the endoscope 
was firstly placed on the ascending aorta nearly close to the aortic 
valve and then withdrawn gradually until the tip was positioned on 
the abdominal aorta. In order to endoscopically observe postoperative 
conditions of indwelling of a stent and implantation of vascular 

Figure 2. Photographs of the newly designed endoscope (a) and details of the tip of the endoscope (b). (Modified by Figure 2 & 3 in the proceedings of the 33th Ann Int Conf of the IEEE 
Eng Med Biol Soc)

Figure 3. Images of aortic valve (A), branching configuration of the aortic arch (B), edge of a stent set in the abdominal artery (C) and suture site of a synthetic vascular graft replaced in 
the abdominal artery (D)

prosthesis, a surgical operation was conducted to set a stent in the 
abdominal artery in some pigs and was also carried out to replace a 
synthetic vascular graft in the abdominal artery in the other pigs.

Results
It has been possible to capture clear images of the aortic valve cusp 

(Figure 3(A) and web-video (a)), the branching configuration in the 
aortic arch (Figure 3(B) and web-video (b)), the fixation of a stent 
(Figure 3(C) and web-video (c)) and the replacement of a synthetic 
vascular graft in the abdominal aorta (Figure 3(D) and web-video (d)) 
after the surgical procedure. 
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Web-videos: (a) – (d) show edited movies corresponding to (A) – (D) in Figure 3. Web-video (a) is obtained in a pig with artificially-induced ventricular bradycardia 
(about 1.35 s inter-beat interval (IBI)), while Web-videos (b) – (d) are in three different pigs with normal cardiac rhythms (approximate IBIs were 0.75 s in (b), 0.55 
s in (c), and 0.8 s in (d)). Note that in (a) the motion of the tricuspid valve can be observed at the end of diastole and at the onset of ventricular ejection, in (b) flow 
streamlines forward into the brachiocephalic artery and the common carotid artery can be observed during a part of systole, in (c) the indwelling stent firmly set can 
be clearly observed, and in (d) there was an initial thrombosis in the suture site between the vessel and the synthetic graft, probably caused by too little injection of 
antithrombotic agent in this case.

Web-video (a) Web-video (b)

Web-video (c) Web-video (d)

Conclusions
This new method appears to be suitable for vascular diagnosis and 

for aiding therapeutic strategies as well as for evaluation of the curative 
effects in such diseases as aortic valve insufficiency, aortic dissection 
and aneurysm of large arteries. Technical improvements of this 
prototype have now been carried out for clinical use.
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